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Reporter 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TOM & LINDA 
WITH THEIR NEW 
8 POUNDS 
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New Ruling On 
Unlimited Cuts 
Auditorium Is· Packed 
To Hear Senator· Marchi 
Last Tuesday, the Baruch College faculty voted over- In an event sponsored by this publication, Senator John Marchi spoke to an overflow-
whelmingly to endorse the recommendation of the' Under- ing auditorium last Thursday, October 23. According to the Daily News there was "an 
graduate Curriculum Committee that juniors and seniors be enthusiastic group of about 500 students at Baruch College ... " Although the event oc­
given unlimited cuts. The old cutting rule will still apply to curred at 1:00 P.M., the Reporter sponsored Marchi's appearance as part of its community 
freshmen and sophomores. • affairs program. 
The new policy states that the credit for R,OTC be eliminated. Jay Siegel, Editor of the "Re-
faculty recommends regular at- Professor Rothman of the Law porter", announced that "the other 
tendanoe at all classes but that Department-asked for the C0mmit- candidates were invited but refused 
there will be no compulsory at- tee's rationale in making this sug- to attend." Both Mario Procaccino 
tendance. It should be noted, how- gestion, and Dean Cohen informed and Mayor Lindsay Headquarters 
ever, that the change does not him that the reasons were two- agreed to send a substitute speaker 
preclude the possibility that a stu- fold. Firstly, on moral grounds, this Thursday, but school organi-
dent might be dropped from a some Committee members felt that zations had reserved the necessary 
course for reasons of attendance. the art and science of warfare lecture halls to hold such an event. 
Instructors will still have the right was inappropriate subject matter Professor Edward Rothman of 
to take attendance ·and dismiss a for college courses, at least at this the Law Department introduced 
student when, in their opinion, the juncture. Senator Marchi. Professor Roth-
student'� f�ilure �o come to_ class In the second place, some ob- man said that he considers him-
makes 1t Jmpossible for him to jected to the continued granting self a "Democrat and Liberal," but 
satisfactorily fulfill the require- of academic credit for ROTC on quickly asserted "What was said 
ments of the course. the procedural grounds that the about him (Marchi) in the news-
The question of relaxing the cut- college has no control of either paper the other day Qest sums up 
ting rule .has been discussed at the -teaching p�rsonnel or the cur- ,vho John J. Marchi is. A quiet, un-
Baruch for some tim'e. It was one riculum. assuming, unpretentious, public 
of . the major issues in the cam- A motion was made stating that servant with an excellent record paign . of �rry Pace, S�udent faculty support for the commit- as Chairman of·the New York City 
Cou�c1l President. However, 1t was tee's recommendation be based Committee on the Legislature." 
President Rober� C. Weaver _who solely on the procedural question. Professor Rothman continued say-
asked the Curncul
:
im Committee This was overwhelmingly defeat- ing that Marchi is "honest, forth-
to undertake a review of the en- ed Professor Macchiarola of the right, and sincere." tire matter. ?J1e Co�mittee, un- L;w Department made a second When Senator Marchi was in-
de1: the chamnanship of Dean motion, calling for faculty endorse- Curious Baruchians gather arou;nd Senator Marchi. troduced he received a fine round Jei ome Cohen, met on Oct:ober 17 ment of the resolution based sole- --------------------------1 of applause from students, however, 
and forTI?ulatecl the resolution that Iy on moral considerations. Pro- a few hecklers in the front row was ult1mately accepted by the fessor Levenstein (Management) $ 81 M 1· 1 �-1" 0 n Bud g e_t chanted "Peace Now, Peace Now." faculty. . . . spoke at length against this, de-' Senator Ma,rchi said he favored Two student iepresentati�es, crying what he called· the, "moral .,, a decentralization of the adminis-Ha1·:-y Pace and TICKER editor absolutism "  (namely, that milita1-y s b . .• t't d b" -c·u· Ny· fration regardless of who becomes David Un�er addressed the f�c- science is inappropriate subject ' U ml e y . . Mayor. Marchi commented. "I think ulty meetmg: Unger ,along with matter in any college at any time) it is true that we have be�ome too Prof�ssor Michael Black of the he felt was inherent in this pro, The City University of New York formally submitted remote even administratively so Enghsh Department and �everal posal and it too was soundly de- ·t . ., 1 b d t t f $81 ·11· t th C that the fact that a borough Presi-others, ca.lied for the grantmg of feated 1 s cap1�a u ge re�ues or over m1 10n o e ity d 
unlimited cuts -to freshman and 
· 
Planning Commission thi's afternoon (October 21). 
ent might do, juSt as well and 
Th0 faculty then voted on the be more responsive, in filling pot-
:�;�oi�
10;:� i�
a
7i_el�1d
U:;,.�1;
s
/1J Com�ittee's original recommenda- At a panel hearing held in the 15th floor conference holes than the Mayor's office." 
endow a certain segment of the tion (with no reasons attached) 
room at 2 Lafayette Street, Deputy Chancellor Seymour C. In defense of his statement that 
student body with this privilege and approved it overwhelmingly. Hyman presented
 the CUNY·· 
· 
the subway fare may have to, be 
solely because of their attainment The faculty, on the recommenda- budget. The total $81,062,559 rep- the City University Construction 
increased to 25 cents, Marchi said 
of junior status. He said that since tion of President Weaver, voted resents' $46,163,430 in City funds Fund and the State Dormitary Au- "
the times really call for candid, 
instructors retained to perroga- to establish a Committee to write and $34, 899,130 in matching State thority. ��:
ai
i!�����
;;vard consideration of 
tive to drop a student for poor a faculty position paper on open fun�s for i�itial community college Included in the community col- Marchi continued about the nee-attendance during the semester, enrollment. Professor Hill (Math) capita cos s. lege budget proposal, aside from 
the unlimited cuts rule was not as will serve as chairman. The fol- Included· in the oudget request the $48.3 million for Kingsborol,l.gh 
essity of candidates credobility. 
radical a change as it appeared to lowing professors are members: is $48.3 million for construction construction, is $10.4 million for 
Marchi said, "I believe that I am 
be, and there was no good reason Cole .(Law), Eiberson (library), of the new 60-acre, oceanfront rehabilitation of existing campuses. going
 to win, but I h:l.ve felt at 
to deny Iowerclassmen the privi- Berenson, Schneider (Romance campus for Kingsborough Com- A total of $6.2 millio·n is allocated 
the very outset that I was deter-
lege. Languages), Valinsky (Statistics), munity College at Manhat
tan (Contin,ued on Page 8) (Continutd on Page 7) 
The faculty, however, took the Crane (English), Ballabon (Eco- Beach. The plan for Kingsborough, 
----,------------------=---=---
viewpoint that it was in the in- nomics), Dial (Political Science), which was explained to the Com- H II D . M k terest of lowerclassmen to retain Wyschobrod (Philosophy) and mrssion by Dr. Joseph Shenker, a oween an.Ce ar s 
compulsory attendance in view of Gayle (English - SEEK). acting president, features' eight 
the comparatively high flunk-out Professor Walter Nallin of the clusterS\ or inner colleges, each to Pia' yr,ads'. New Seaso· n rate for freshmen and sophomores. Music Department was elected to accommodate 750 stude_nts, 35 fac-
At the October 21 meeting, the the position of Secretary of the ulty members and _assigned coun-
faculty also endorsed another rec- Faculty, succeeded Dean Andrew sE:lors. 1:'he sa_telhte subcolleges, Baruch College will be in high gear on Friday, Oct. 31st 
ommendation of the Curriculum Lavender, who was forced to re- will provide basic _classroom spii:ce, 
Committee - namely the academic sign because of other commitments. lecture halls, office� and dmmg 
at 8 :30 P.M. in the Marble Lounge, whe:b Playrads, Drama 
space. Society, and Boosters, Service Society in the day , will co-
"The idea of ,having eight small sponsor a Halloween Dance. All students and friends are clusters instead of one large facil-
.invited to attend. Since it is Halloween, wear a costume if ity reflects the policy of the uni­
versity in devising campus en- you like and get into the spirit 
vironments which ·will encourage of things. 
closer faculty - student relation- Live music will be supplied by 
ships," Dr. Shenker poi-µted out. Sonny Bonilla and ·his sextet. Mr. 
"The important thing, as I see Bonilla has appeared at Cheetah 
it," Dr. Shenker said, "is to real- ·and Trude Heller's and is bringing 
ize that these liuildings are not some new and inventive blood to 
ends in themselves, but represent the music scene. He plays all types 
a commitment by the university to of music; from rock tQ Latin to 
the expansion of educational op- soul. He is going to be doing his 
portunity in the Brooklyn com- thing, so come and do your thing. 
munity, and that the money thus Some members of Playrads, un­
spent is not spent to serve today, der the direction of Paul Berman, 
but to serve an endless succession will perform two improvisational 
of tomorrows in Iielping to raise skits. 'Playrads has been meeting 
the quality of life in our city." every Friday at 7 :00 P.M. in 4S 
The total capital budget, as pres- doing improvisations and learning 
ented this afternoon, includes acting techniques. If you care to 
$69,798,258 for community colleges, join, drop in any Friday night. 
$10,064,301 for senior college re Playrads urges that if you can't 
habilitation and computer acquisi- come to the workshop, on Friday 
tion, and $1,200,000 for campus nights, at least come to the Hal-
-- � . _.......,._ --'-� •----��-=-� 1 planning and development staff loween Dance and enjoy yourself. Al Heyward, President of Piayrads, 
David Unger, Editor of "The Ticker" was instrumental with helping salary costs. New senior college They prom
ise a "groovy scene " is optimistic ·about forthcoming 
to install unlimited cuts. construction is financed through and will be looking for you. Halloween Dance. 
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Professor Rothman 
For Dean of Students 
. f 
The Editorial Board of the "Reporter" has UN­
ANIMOUSLY endorsed Professor Edward Roth­
for Dea>n, of Students. The Law Professor has 
been at Baruch College since 1947 on a _part 
time basis and since 1961 as a full time Pro­
fessor. Professor Rothman has always been a 
friend to students. And a friend or advisor for 
ALL students. He's not the "classroom only" 
te�cher. 
It is important that the New Deari of Students 
notice that an Evening Session exists. Colonel Al­
pert had. indicated to �!J:r. Woloshin (Financial 
Office) that Evening Matriculated Students were 
not entitled to a student deferment. Professor 
Rothman succeeded in obtaining a ruling that stu­
dents at- Baruch College pursuing a course of 
studies in Evening Session were entitled to a "2S" 
deferment the same as Day Students. 
Professor Rothman is active on the SEEK 
Committee, th:e Committee on Course and Stand­
ings, and was Chairman of the Committee on 
Institutional Government and Academic Policy. 
He has served on several of President· Weaver's 
Special Committees which makes him amenable 
to the Administration. He is on the Marshall 
Committee (arrangements for ceremonies) and 
is Chairman of the Disciplinary Hearing Com­
mittee. He i� a Pre-Law advisor. Professor Roth­
man is a government Appeal Agent from the Se­
lective Service System which means he would be 
an immeasurable aid to many Day Students. He 
has worked in Curricular guidance helping stu­
dents with their programs and works with the 
Day Registration process. (Anyone who works 
with Registration must be dedicated!) . 
Professor Rothman was elected President of the 
North Eastern Regional American Business Law 
Association. He is a member of the Speakers 
Bureau which entails spealdng to High School 
Students about Baruch College. 
With all these attributes one can only ask; Vifho 
else could be considered? Well Professor Rothman 
has a liability. He is proud that he's an American. 
Today that's a liability ... 
The Editorial Board of this publication recom­
mends to President Weaver the appointment of 
Professor Edward Rothman for Dean of Students. 
THE REPORT ER 
'Reporter' Endorses 
Senator John Marchi 
The REPORTER favors the election. of the 
Republican-Conservative candidate for Mayor, 
Senator John J. Marchi. .-
We endorse Senator Marchi's candidaey for the 
following reasons: 
Marchi's record as a State Senator has been one 
with a "pro-city" outlook. Despite the charges 
waged by Mayor Lindsay and Controller Procac­
cino respectively that the Senator. is "anti-city" 
.and a "johnny-come-lately", Marchi's voting rec­
ord shows that he consistantly votes to benefit the 
City of New York; the people of New York should 
judge all the candidates on both their past per­
formances and on their future promises. Senator 
Marchi does not make promises which he cannot 
keep. His past political record substantiates this. 
His forthright honesty on the subject of maintain­
ing the twenty_ cent subway fare bears this out. 
Marchi refuses to delude the voters by saying 
that the present fare can be maintained, when 
it is a financial impossibility; 
Senator Marchi's law and order program is one 
of institutional reform. He is the only candidate 
who outlined a detailed, effective program for 
combating all crime, including organized crime in 
·this city;
Marchi also advocates an effective community 
control prpgram. His plan to revise the city. 
charter would give enough power to the borough 
Presidents and other responsible local officials so 
that their jobs would no longer be on paper only. 
Very few people have the time or inclination to 
analyze a candidate's position papers on all the 
issues. The REPORTER examined the positions 
given by all three of the major party candidates 
before granting Mr. Marchi our endorsement. 
Again 01.1r criteria was both past performance 
and the assurance of future programs. Mayor 
Lindsay hirbself admits that he "made a Jot of 
mistakes in the past," and after considering his 
platform papers, we cannot see how he intends 
to implement his future promises. Lindsay is try­
ing to base future city revenues on the ending of 
the war in Viet-Nam. 
Even if the war were to end tomorrow, the city 
would not receive any additional revenue. Mr. Pro­
caccino's past performance has been equally dis­
-appointing. 'While he was controller, the city lost 
between $250 million and $300 million in revenue 
due to improper investments. Procaccino promises 
"A better, safer, city for everyone," but his posi­
tion papers, as well as his campaign statements, 
are couched in pre-1960 generalities and.concepts 
- certainly not a guiding spirit for New York City 
in the seventies. We therefore heartily endorse 
the only candidate who makes any sense in this 
mayoral election; the only candidate who offers 
good, concrete, effective solutions to the problems 
confronting New York City; the onl,y candidate 
whose past record shows that he believes in per­
formance and not empty promises - Senator John 
J. Marchi. 
Evening Session?
It Doen 's Exist
On Tuesday, October 21, the Baruch College 
faculty voted overwhelmingly to implement un­
limited cuts for juniors and seniors next term. 
David Unger, Editor of the "Ticker", and Harry 
Pace, President of Day Session Student Council, 
were active proponents of the new ruling. Rep­
resenting Evening Session was NO ONE. The 
administration has consistently proclaimed that 
Evening Session should not be the "step child" 
of Baruch College. However with the vital issue 
concerning unlimited cuts, the administration 
didn't even notice Evening Session's existence. 
To manifest the absurdity of not recognizing 
Evening Session, the administration failed to noti­
fy anyone from Evening Session about the deci­
sion that equally affected Evening Students. The
Evening Session Student Council, not aware of this 
change, actually placed an ad in this edition urging 
students to help implement unlimited cuts! 
We can only be grateful and thinkful that Dave 
Unger deemed it necessary to relay all information 
to the Reporter. 
Monday, October 27, 1969' 
Calllpus Guide 
, This coliimn is being nin as a service for those stu­
dents, both new cmd old who do not know the campi,.s. We 
hope that it will help you take advantage of the sclllO'Ol's­many services. 
The Citv of 1 ew York from Van Cortlandt Park to 
Sheepshead Bay is our Campus. The College building, the 
Student Center, and our four annexes (soon to be five), 
constitute our Campus. One of your first tasks is to mas­
ter the elevator schedules which a1·e posted on each floor 
in the main building. 
LIBRARIES 
' The Libraries are located on the second and third floors 
of the main building. They provide a quiet place to study 
as well as business and liberal art sources. The Library is 
open every evening until 10 p.m. and Saturday 9 a.m. 
to 1 p.m. 
HEALTH SERVICE 
The College physician is available in Room 606, Main 
building. If you become ill during the evening, you can 
be sure of the best of care. This is one service we hope 
you never need. 
CURRICULAR GUIDANCE 
While it is your responsibility to plan your program to 
complete all the required courses in the proper order, 
under the rules of the Committee on Course and Stand­
ing, help is available. Undergraduates whg are in need 
of help should report to Room 305 main building, grad­
uate students to the Graduate Office. 
COUNSELLI G AND TESTING 
lf you desire an evaluation of your interests and po­
tentialities, this office in Room 402, 2i!cth St., will give you 
a1'1 interpretation of tests to provide you with a better 
understanding of your capabilities. 
Here, too, you may talk over any difficulties with the 
counseling staff who are trained to help you solve your 
problems. 
PLACEMENT 
If you are looking for a job, tl�e place to go is Room 
402, 24th St. (pick up your application form at the recep­
tion desk in the lobby of the Student Center). This o�fice 
has both full and part time jobs in many fields. As with 
all college services listed in this column there is no charge 
for the services rendered'. 
FINANCIAL AIV 
If your budget won't budge, loans and scholarships are 
available. Information may be obtained in Room 405, 24th 
St. Center. (Applications which are at the lobby reception 
desk (Student Center) should be fille9 out before you visit 
this office.) 
BOOKS AND SUPPLIES 
The City College Store, on the first floor of the Stu­
dent Center, can-ies most assigned texts and necessary 
supplies. So.uvenirs of the College, greeting cards, records 
and a small selection of paperback books are available. 
LOST AND FOUN,iD 
The Lost and Found is located at the reception desk in 
the lobby of the Student Center. Any unclaimed articles 
are given to charity at the end of the academic year. 
EATING PLACES 
The Snack Bars, equipped with automatic machines, 
are at your disposal on the tenth floor of the main build­
ing and the first floor of the Student Cen'ter. 
SELECTIVE SERVICE 
Students who desire Student Defennents must request 
one. Forms for this purpose can be obtained at the Infor­
mation Desk in the Student Center lobby_ 
VETERANS 
�peci�l veterans programs are administered through 
this office. Students who are eligible for benefits should 
pick up an application at the Informatio11 Desk before 
they visit the office in 1·oom 405, 24th St. Center. 
A PLACE TO RELAX 
The Baruch Student Center, located at 137 East 22nd 
Street, :is connected to the main building by a bridge at 
�he fourth. floor. The center will be your place for relax­
��!ti!
!'.1dymg between classes, and p_articipating in ac-
The Reception and information desks, the Snack Bar 
Lounge and the College Book Store are on the first floor. 
Applications for all department services can be obtained 
at the Information Desk. 
The second £1001· contains three Student Lom1ges - the 
_Oak, Mai:ble, and the new No1th Lounge. 
T�e �h1rd and fomth floor contain various student or­
ga111zat1on. 
Lounges _0)1 th: first. and second floors are a good place to read, v_1s1t with friends, or listen to music. Dances, 
tea., parties, luncheons, and dipners are ,held in the 
lounges. lunch is serv d in the 'Marbl\l Lounge Monday 
thru Thursday from 6:00 to 8:00 p:m. 
STUDE T DISCOUNT TICKETS 
Di_scount tickets for plays - both on and off Broadway, mo�es, opera�, conceits, etc. - are available at the Re­cept1_on Desk m the Student Center lobby. A FREE ad-
1:'v�f{�;1:.
ass to the Metropolitan Museum of Art is also 
DEP ARTME T OF STUDE T 
PERSO N.EL SERVICES 
M:ost depaitments of _the college are devoted to specific 
subJect matter . ta?ght lll th_e classroom, and while each and ev�ry one. JS mte1·ested rn you, YO are the "subject matter' of this Department. Your changing values and 
your grow�h and development as a thinking individual 
are the pnme _concerns of the Department of Student 
Pers�nnel Services. Here _the "teaching" _ and your 
learrung - take place outside of the classroom. 
Monday, October 27, 1969 
rd Rather Be Right Than ... 
By HERB ROTHMAN 
This is the last week of campaigning in the 1969 election 
season. For those of you too busy to analyze the platforms 
of the mayoral candidates, I have compiled a short digest 
of statements made by each of our three mayoral aspirants 
at the "New York Times " closed-session debate, from the 
Battle Pages of the " ew York Daily News," and from the 
first public T.V. debate on ABC. 
Education (on the two appointments to the Board of 
Education) : Procaccino: "My two appointments to the Boai;-d 
of Education will not be afraid to say that the disruptive 
child must be separated from .. the' students who come to 
school to learn. we will' riot abandon the disruptive child, we 
will educate him in srJecial classes, with special teachers, ,but 
that child will no longer be permittted to spoil the education 
of others." (Daily News, Oct. 15, 1969). 
Lindsay: "I intend to ask former Mayor Robert Wagner 
to head a screening committee to advise me on the selection 
of the two persons for the vacant positions on the Board of 
Education." (ABC Debate, Oct. 19, 1969). 
Marchi: Appoint two solid members - no 'Galamisons -
to serve with the five elected members on fhe board." ("Daily 
News," Oct. 13, 1969). " ... people who have the sincere in­
terest of the children at heart, like Rose Shapiro [a former 
member and past president of the old Board of Education], 
for instance, ,yho is a fine woman and who has these in­
terests ... " (ABC Debate, Oct. 19, 1969). 
Crime: Lindsay: "As Mayor I would put the following 
programs into effe�t: programs that provide treatment for 
all narcotics addicts to get them off the streets and off the 
habit that leads to half the crime· in the city; programs aimed 
at puttting the heat on sinister managers of organized crime; 
programs that expand reform of the courts and prisons, so 
that criminals do not go through the police, the courts, and 
, the jails only to come out again and commit the same crimes 
again." ("Daily News," Oct. 14, 1969). 
"One has to talk about jobs and job training. You have 
to taJk about programs in penal institutions, work relief pro­
grams, inside rehabilitation programs for narco,tics addicts, 
work-training programs. All of these things are being done." 
("N.Y. Times " Debate, Oct. 10, 1969). 
JYfarchi: "Neither of the other two candidates has yet• 
to recognize the problem of organized crime in any intel­
ligent or direct way. And all we get is a lot of general discus­
sion." (ABC Debate, Oct. 19, 1969). 
"My program after I am elected mayor is to: create a 
bi-partisan anti-crime board in the city; put New York and 
five neighboring states into an anti-crime compact ratified 
by Congress so that state lines do not stand in the way of 
hittino· oro·anized crime; eliminate the tax the underworld 
levies 
0
0n e;erything you use or buy; set up a special delivery 
mayor to supervise the war against crime on the street; 
increase the hours the cop can spend on the beat by cutting 
down paper work, red tape, special assignments; keep the 
pushers and junkies on the run. Em·oll as many as possible 
in an expanded program of curative detention. (Daily News, 
Oct. 13, 1969). 
THE RE P O R TE R
Procaccino: "I'm going after the addicts, I promise you. 
They are the cause of one half our violent crime and untold 
heartaches for their families and their victims." ("Daily 
News, Oct. 15, 1969). 
"Everyone knows my stand on law enforcement. I've 
submitted a complete 16-point program to the state legisla­
ture, to the City Council, to the Governor .. . ·Put the cop 
back on the beat, untie their hands, don't let them stand by 
pn orders ... begin to sweep the streets of narcotics addicts 
and attack the problems all the way to the top." ("N.Y. 
Times," ,Oct. 10, 1969). 
"As Mayor I will return this city to the rule of law -
and I want the record straight on this - paying off crim­
inals and trouble-makers just ,doesn't work ... As Mayor I 
will stop this practice, I will deal only with the responsible 
persons in the troubled neighborhoods." (ABC Debate, Oct. 
19, 1969). 
W,elfare: Procaccino : "The man I- choose. to administer 
the program will be a strong administratqr, not a theoretician. 
He will report directly to me, and his job will be to get 
meaningful job ,training and job placement programs for 
welfare fathers and day-care centers for welfare mothers. 
Everyone who is able to work is going to work, because the 
greatest thing we can do for a welfare client is to restore 
his pride and r�turn him to the productive mainstream of 
Ame1':ican life. · ' 
"Of course, this city will always be willing to provide 
for those who really need help -:-- the sick, the needy, the 
blirid, the elderly, the underprivileged children." ("Daily 
News," Oct. 15, 1969). 
Lindsay: 'fFor three years I have· fought to ·overhaul 
the welfare system and get it off the ·backs of the New York 
City taxpayer. I made the first proposal on revenue-sharing 
to relieve the burden on the city taxp::i,yers." ("Daily News," 
Oct. 14, 1969). 
Marchi: "There are genuinely needy people in New York 
who are entitled to public assistance. Most could use more 
than they are getting. But there's no money for them be­
cause so much is being stolen, or chiseled, or wasted by punk 
administrators, that the cost is up to $1.6 billion - more 
than anything else in the budget. My program is: junk the 
city's creaking welfare machinery. Set up one that will work, 
in charge of administrators instead of social workers. Get 
able-bodied people off welfare into ·job training; expand day­
care centers so that a mother can go out to work with.out 
neglecting her kids. Keep a close tab on the would-be chisel­
ers." ("Daily News," Oct. 13, 1969). 
The above quotes are for iny readers' information, with­
out any editorializing on my part; however, one of the fringe­
benefits of writing a feature column for The Reporter (be­
sides the lucrative salary) is that all the columnists may 
voice their opinions r�gardless of whether or not they agTee 
with the editorial board of this paper. 
In using the above three references to research this 
article, I assumed the following: that the candidates . would 
use the public forum available to them to present their posi­
tions on the various topics; that the uncalled for mud-sling­
ing which both Mr. Procaccino and Mr. Lindsay have en­
gaged in would stop for public debates; and, that the candi­
dates would concentrate on specifics - not generalities in 
their campaign for mayor. My assumptions proved to be 
entirely incorrect. In all thxee instances 'only one candidate 
addressed himself i;o the issues - Senator John J. Marchi. 
(Continued on Page 4) 
Page Three 
Letters to tbe 
EdUo·r 
To the Editor, 
May we point out that your 
evaluation of the joint committee 
that allocated the Student Activ­
ities Fees in your October 20th 
issue is hardly complete or fair. 
In defense of the students that 
met that evening from 6:30 P. M. 
till 1:30 A.M., may I, say that I 
fail to recall any inconsistencies at 
all in the allocation of funds. On 
the contrary, that body was re­
markably consistent. As to the 
charges of inflexibility, prejudice 
and failure to meet the "new or 
different needs" of some clubs, we· 
would appreciate receiving spec­
ifics. 
It is my personal feeling in this 
matter of fees allocation, that this 
task was handled extraordinarity 
well considering that there were 
no guidelines and virtually no 
precedents to guide that group. 
Frank Hodges, 
President 
To: Herb Rothman 
From: Alexander Bory 
Re: "I'd Rather be Right Than ... " 
I am a Republican-Conservative, 
who would under normal circum­
stances cast my vote by my party; 
these are not normal circumstances. 
John Marchi is a good man, with 
good ideas, but we have been 
flooded with ideas by the Lindsay 
administration to the detriment of 
the City. We' need a man ·who 
knows the problems of this City, 
realizes the perils which face us 
and will put forth all his efforts 
and energies to alleviate the situa­
tion to the exclusion of his per­
sonal •considerations. 
Procaccino is a simple man, both 
in manner and speech, who reflects 
the frustration of all of us in the 
face of political puerile during the 
Lindsay administration. Don't at­
tempt to link Lindsay and Procac­
cino togethe'r by the word "admin­
istration," there is a fallacy to that 
link, in that whatever the position 
one may hold, "The Boss" is still 
a "majority of one." 
While Lindsay is groping for pol­
itical eminence and Marchi ex­
pounds on a congeries of textbook 
'ideas, - Procaccino, with down to 
earth common sense and enormous 
experience and understanding will 
unite the City and carry her forth 
to a Mets-like victory. 
' Very truly yours, 
Alexander Bory 
Dear Jay, 
Your first few issues were pret­
ty good. The English was virtually. 
that of the king. And the content 
was' quite interesting. Now, how­
ever, I see that the Messial1 must 
be arriving. Don't you think the 
play given Marchi was a'bit heavy? 
It's a page one story, all right. 
But · streamer and then five col­
umn spread for the body · of the 
story. Would you have clone the 
same if it were Procaccino? Neith­
er would I. And as for Lindsay, 
hmrnph. 
Max Seigel 
DEPARTMENT OF S TUDENT 
PERSONNEL SERVICE 
October 17th, 1969 
Memorandwn to: Mr. Jay Siegel 
Re: Executive Bo,.rd Rosters 
Congratulations! 
You will be happy to know that 
Yaf and the Reporter - both or­
ganizations in which you are titular 
head - are the- only ones who have 
not provided this department with 
rosters of your executive board. 
Please, .Jay, get these to me as 
soon as possible. 
Ron Bruse 
<:;oordinator, Evening Session 
DeaJ: Mr. Pena, 
I just read your colw1m "The 
Forum" in the October 20th issue 
of The Reporter. It really cracked 
me up - I mean I really laughed 
out loud for over a minute. I had 
to write you to thank you for let-
(Continued on Page 4) 
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/' d Rather Be Right Than : 
THE REP ORTER 
[Procaccino's] record is one of uncertainty, indecision and 
confusion." (ABC debate, October 19, 1969). 
At every opp01tunity which arises, Mario Procaccino 
(Co)1tinued from Page 3) recites the list of ineptitudes of Mayor Lindsay's administra-
Both Mr. Procaccino and Mr. Lindsay continued their mutual tion. The Mayor constantly criticizes the job which Mr. 
character assault and ignored the issues. Procaccino has done over the last three and one-half years. 
In readino- each of the candidate's quotes on the various Mr. Lindsay admits he made mistakes during his term of 
issues, I have 
0
been both astonished and amused to find that office, but does not tell us how he is going to rectify those 
Mario Procaccino while seeming to make hi's ideas and goals mistakes if he is re-elected. Mr. Procaccino denies he has 
known, couches his statements in meaningless generalities ever made any mistakes as comptroller and blames every­
and often fails even to make his statements relevant to the thing wrong in the city on the Lindsay Administration. Let's 
topic. The following are a few of these quotes: set the record straight. It was not the Lindsay Adrninistra-
On Low and Order: "I appeared before the Governor's tion which gave us the worst scandals in the history of the 
town hall meetings. I was commended by the �overnor. He Controller's Department in New York City, nor was it the 
met with me. He didn't meet with John Lindsay ... I have Procaccino Administration which gave us the worst record 
submited programs, Mr. Lindsay, you haven't done that and of labor strife in the history of New York. It was the 
now you, yop run subway advertisements, �ou kno�! you LINDSA Y-PROCACCINO ADMINISTRATION. The Lindsay­
say it took you three and a half years to convmce politicians Procaccino Administration has given the people of New York 
about the fourth platoon. You were asleep for the first three countless strikes, innumerable scandals, the highest crime 
years ... " ("New York Times " Debate, Oct. 10, 19-69). rate, the dirtiest streets and the biggest welfare roll in the 
"He [Mayor Lindsay] will give criminals $100 a week history of the world. 
and has doubts about giving an honest working man the The question is not •who did what, when. The question 
same amount of money." · (ABC Debate, Oct. 19, 1969) - is how are-we going to solve the problems of the city in the 
"This man Lindsay's record on narcotics addiction is seventies? Only one candidate is addressing himself to these 
disastrous. He promised us a war on addicts and gave us problems, giving them his undivided attention. Only one 
instead four years of surrender." ("N. Y. Daily News " Battle candidate is offering solutions to these problems. Only one 
Page, Oct. 15, 1969). · candidate is making sense - that man is John J. Marchi. 
' You're LJ ohn Lindsay] making deals with everybody. -----------------------­
you're selling City Hall three or four times over again." 
("N.Y. Times " Debate, October 10, i969). 
About John Lindsay: "I think the overriding issue 1s 
whether this city can survive four more yeai:s of mismanage­
ment by John Lindsay ... John Lindsay can no more-change 
his domineering, arrogant nature than a leopard �an chan�·e 
his spots. When a crisis occurs again, John Lindsay will 
either stand by and do nothing out of political fright, or he 
will step in and make things worse because he thinks he 
can dictate terms to people ... Let the record show that the 
single worst educational disaster in the history of this city 
was directly attributable to Mayor Lindsay's poor perfor­
mance ... " (N.Y. Daily News, October 15, 1969). 
Mr. Procaccino talks loudly and frequently about the plans 
he will institµte if elected mayor, yet rarely or never di�­
cusses the means financial or otherwise- to implement his 
ideas. For example, he wants more police, how will he get 
them? Where will he get the funds to pay them? No answers 
- just g·eneralities and g�tter-fighting insults._ 
ATTA CK!
By PAUL GUZZARDO 
Left! Right! Left! Right* 
On October 15, the nation staged a spectacular mora­
torium on the Vietnam War. Thousands upon thousands of 
people joined in with the young liberals who created the idea 
of the moratorium. What made this moratorium hetter ::i.nd 
bigger than any other derrionstration seen in, the United 
States? The fact that all walks of people participated in the 
moratorium; the major portion of the apathetic school body 
of campuses, the intellectual community, business people, 
professionals and most important of all, mothers, wives and 
girlfriends who have or had sons and husbands in Vietnam. 
But what cause have these men died. Is it for the few 
select business men and politicians that have good money 
invested in tii.e war? Do not forget that in our culture a dol­
lar is worth more than a human life. One can do a lot with 
a dollar'but with a human life, well, it just doesn't buy any­
' thing. This senseless undeclared act of aggresion has plagued 
the Americans as well as Vietnamese for years in the form 
of our spiraling inflation, racial disorders, crime, political 
autocracy and creeping fascism. The wonderful thing about 
(Continued on Page 5) 
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Last Laugh! 
Bv JIIICHAEL STRONG 
With ail th.is Yiolence going on 
in-the campuses of America even 
the rightest and. middle ''?ng 
groups are beginrung to get mto 
the act. Picture this scene a few 
short years from now: 
The neat clean shaven man 
walked into the office of the col­
lege president. He pulled out h.is 
thirty-thirty on the president and 
said don't move this is take-over. 
I got me a list of non-negotiable 
demands and if you don't agree 
to them I'll hold your office till 
doomsday. 
"Facist pig," said the president. 
The president looked over tJ1e 
demands. "Ridiculous," he said, 
" Remove Harry Pace from the po­
sition of Dean of Students? Wl1y, 
he has headed some of the most 
meaningful change that this col­
lege has undergone in the pa.st· few 
years." 
"Tough," said the rebel. 
The president 1:ead on. Finally 
he finished. "This is impossible," 
he said. These demands will not be 
approved and anyway, I just 
couldn't meet them." 
"Then we'll just wait here 1mtil 
you do," saio the rebel. 
"You pun](," the president reiter­
(Continued on Page 7) 
letters ... 
(Continued from Page 3) 
ting me enjoy at least m1e article 
in The Reporter. 
I'm a day student at Baruch and 
I and all my friends sympathize 
with the 5% 1f the night students 
who participate. Don't feel too bad, 
the perce11tage isn't any greater 
during the day. I personally have 
given up with the "end the apa­
thetic drive" because I really feel 
apathetic people will almost a_lways 
remain apathetics. Those people are 
only hurting themselves in the long 
run. I just hope one day they b1·eak 
out of their shell enough so tha� 
they may realize all they didn't get 
out of college. The hell with them, 
you just stay the way you are. I 
know that you will make the peo­
ple who care happy ... and that's 
what counts. 
Looking forward to reading your 
other columns. 
Sincerely, 
Priscilla La.Barbera 
(Boosters) 
ACCOUNTING 
STUDENTS 
Mayor Lindsay, while keeping his cool longer, also does 
not concentrate on the issues. Lindsay has said the fol-
lowing: · 
On finance: "The fact of the matter is that the con­
troller's office has probably lost between $250 million and 
$300 million in revenues that were not generated, by unwise 
investment policies of pension funds." 
On law and order: "Mr. Procaccino's chief contribution, 
as I recall it, was to recommend that thi1teen-year-olds be 
put in jail." ("N.Y. Times " Debate, October 10, 1969). 
On education: "Mr. Procaccino has no regard for truth 
and claims the presidency of a college which does not exist." 
(AB debate, October 19, 1969). 
About Mario Procaccino: "His charges are equivalent 
Invitation extended to visit 
midtown medium-sized C.P.A. firm 
SATURDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 15, 1969 , 
Program consisting of: 
• Tour of office & facilities
• Discussion led by partners & staff
• Questions & 'answers
• Buff et lunch 
Full particulars and registration 
at room 407, RCA Building 
155 East 24th Street 
to what Senator Joseph McCarthy did years ago." ... his 11.-------------------------------------•
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Attack 
(Continue<\ from Page 4) 
the moratorium was that it displayed the principles of 
democracy at its best. An American ideal is the rio·ht to 
dissension. and if someone is dissatisfied with the stat7is quo 
he may demonstrate his dissatisfaction. To the discredit of 
the moratorium, many right winged groups such as· the con­
servatives and fascist elements protested to the demonstra­
tion as an act of treason. The paradox of it all is that the 
right wingers were the ones that were commiting the trea­
son when they wanted to deny the right of dissension against 
government policy just because the demonstrations were in 
disagreement with th'eir philosophies. I wonder is this nation 
mal�ing a right turn toward fascism? 
If the right wingers let their true feelings to the surface, 
October 15th would not have been a peaceful day. They 
would have labeled the dissenters as Communists, and they 
would have put down the calm gatherings with brutal viol­
ence and bloodshed. Already, to the right wing Americans 
the right to peaceful dissension is synonymous with the term 
Communism as implied by our "common" Vice-President 
Askew, I mean Ankew I mean, y'ou know what his name is. 
As I once stated, Ame1ica is a 1:epressive society and 
demonstrating is only a way to further democracy, but the 
autonomous bureaucracy thinks otherwise. The hecklers who 
vehemently qpposed the moratorium or any other peaceful 
demonstration must still have the bitter taste of defeat in 
their mouths from the obliteration of their utopian fascist 
regimes. But these are the peopfe who receive acclaim from 
the government; the John Birch Society, the Patriots for 
Freedom (freedom of what?) just to name a fe'w. If these 
people despise the right to dissent, then they obviously de­
pore the Bill of Rights. These rightists would see a utopia 
if all opposing factions were destroyed; if all public as well 
as personal opinion be the same ; in short, if all people looked, 
acted and thought the same. This is how the opposition felt, 
the majority of rural America, which is the majority of the 
nation. These right extremist groups must not get into power 
or the consequences will be severe. Don't forget that 1984 
is closer than you think. 
As I look around at the writings on the walls, I see many 
Nazi symbols, and "Fascism will rise again!" slogans. The 
Vietnam moratorium has been a good indication to warn the 
An1erican people that fascism is still alive and well. Fascism 
is growing again in _the United States and before the ninth 
decade (80's) of this century, the United States may become 
the Fascist States of America, unless it checked by the 
democratic movements demonstrated by the Vietnam mora­
torium. In this conflict let us hope _that democracy· will 
flourish and the people will be free everywhere throughout 
our, the people's, land. 
LetUn' It All Hang Out 
By JOEL THALER 
Television. Oh boy! I 1:eceived a stunning realization on this day. 
I am a guinea pig. Part of a raw experiment. I have gathered as n:uch 
"experience" through the tube as I've accured through actual part1c1pa­
tion in life. "Howdy Doody" was my friend who could be depended upon 
to come into my house and entertain me from 5-5 :30 P.M:, five days 
a week. Too bad he couldn't have supper (never dinner to the middle 
class) with me. All my mother had_ to do was tell me "Howdy's coming 
to supper Juel," and I would've• 
searched the closet for my cowboy I was a young teenager when my 
shoes (no laces, no hang-up). Yes mother informed me of Fred's 
T.V. made him that real. 
That fabulous day when Fred, passing on due to 
heart trouble. 
the T.V. repairman, came to my Today I just read something 
house for the first time is still meaningful. Allow me to relate it 
clear in my memory. Shy me didn't to you. As quoted from the "New 
��n��z:: ��;;\t�e !�1�;:;t!��  Post Magazine", 10/22/69, "Single 
console, so majestic in her box-like in N.Y." series: "The T.V. 
set was
appearance, so confident that she the surrogate parent. Many young 
would be cared for, thought of fre- people have seen more on television 
quently, and even worried about. I than they have ever or will ever 
always gave Fred, the T.V. man, experience in reality. To many 
omnipotent powers. For surely any young people the television set was 
man who would bring me miracles their first real contact with the 
such as: cowboys on horseback, world. Many of the young people 
with bio-, loud, shooting, pistols, and today spent as much time watch­
even bigger hats (the very first ing television as they did relating 
thing that appeared as Fred began to their parents. And the television 
the initial tuning), along ,vith set - like many of the destructive 
"Kook.la, Fran, and Ollie", "Farmer relationships single people can fall 
Brown" as he scurried into the into - requires no subjective par-
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Reporter Poll Accurate Trimeste,r Is N1ecessary a,t CUNY 
The "Daily News Poll" revealed 
Saturday that among college grad- One of the main obstacles in the path of attaining Open 
uates, Lindsay came i11 first with Enrollment for CUNY will be to find the facilities to accom­
Marchi second and Procaccino modate the bulging student body. One of the plans to answer 
third. The exact same positioning the problem o'f facilities would be to im1Jlement tl1e tr1·meste1· is the Reporter Poll which was 
taken about three we�ks earlier. calendar for the CUNY complex. In theory this plan would 
The vote for Lindsay among col- allow for a 50% increase in facilities since in effect another 
lege grads was 51 % in the News term would be added to school year. 
Poll. The first Reporter sampling Tl was remarkably similar register- 1e nine month school year which consists of two se-
ing 51.6% of the vote for Lindsay. mesters originated from the necessity to allow students to 
The "News Poll" of this same work on farms during the summer. Since that time, work on 
group had Marchi with 24% and the warm days evolved to long summer vacation- and only 
Procaccino with 23%. The Reporter b 
tally had 29_6% and 16_9% respec- Y habit does the student expect his vacation in the sum
-
tively_ mer. · 
Women Composers 
Works of leading women com­
posers of the Western world are 
featured on Riverside Radio WRVR 
(106.7 FM) on JUST MUSIC on 
Wednesday, November 12 from 
9:12 a.m. to 12:00 noon. I 
This music by the distaff side 
leads off with "The Wreckers" by 
Dame Ethel Smythe of Great Bri­
tain. Anothe1· United Kingdom
musician, Thea Musgrave of Scot­
land, is represented with "Trip­
tych" for voice and orchestra. 
Two French composers are in­
cluded in the morning's concert: 
Lili Boulanger with "Du Fo11d de 
l' Abime" for chorus and orchestra 
and Claude Arrieu with her "Wind 
Quintet.'' 
"Trumpet Concertino" by Alex­
andra Pakhmutova of the U.S.S.R. 
and "Military Sinfonietta" by Vite­
slava Kapralova of Czechoslovakia 
continue the continental flavor of 
the concert. 
United States artists and their 
works include: Mary Howe, "Stars" 
and "Sand," tone poems; Louise 
Talma, "La Corona" {Poems of 
Donne) for · a cappella chorus; 
Mana-Zucca, Three Pieces for 
Piano; Mabel Daniels, "Deep For­
est," Piece for Orchestra; and Mi­
riam Gideon, "Lyxic Piece For 
Strings." 
Paul Snook, WRVR's musical di­
rector, programmed "Music by the 
Distaff Side." A.M. JUST MUSIC 
announcer is Grace Chiu. 
The trimester by lengthening the school year would make 
significant contributions towards effecting Open Enrollment. 
Education facilities furthermore cost the same to maintain 
on an eight or eleven month basis. 
. Ur:ider the tri1:1ester system the accademic year is di­
vided mto three fifteen-week terms on trimesters instead 
of semesters. The length of each trimester would be equal 
�o a sem�ster: on the traditional CUNY calendar year. The 
increase m time the school entertains a trimester would 
result in shorter vacations and a one-month summer vaca­
tion instead of three. 
As under the semester system the student must suc­
cessfully Complete eight terms to attain his I baccalaureate 
degree. However with three terms instead of two he could 
complete his undergraduate work within '2¾ years if he. so· 
desires. If extended to the graduate division a student could 
complete bcith undergraduate and graduate work within four 
years. Under the trimester system there is a week vacation 
between terms of fall, winter and spring, but a month's va- · 
cation between the spring and fall terms. 
An equal amount of work would be covered under the 
trimester as under the semester and, all other considerations ' 
aside, credits could be transferred from one system to the 
other. · . · 
Previously the trimester has been flexible so that stu­
dents could choose to attend at whatever rate or time they 
deemed· necesary. If trimester is implemented at CUNY 
a�d it must be to 'accommodate Open Enrollment, fre� sched� 
ulmg may not be totally put into effect. Many students may 
continue to follow the pattern of the semester system which 
would cause the trimester to be imbalanced. 
The faculty would similarly be in an advantageous posi­
tion. They would continue to instruct on the two term basis 
but_if they decided to lecture three terms they would receive 
at least one third increase in salary. 
PLAYRADS, BOOSTERS AND 
DEPT. OF STU.DENT PERSONNEL 
I 
will sp�:>nso� a 
HALLOWEEN 
' 
) 
�.DANCE� 
I 
On October 31st. at 9:30 P. M .  in the 
MARBLE LQUNGE, S.C. 
All Students and Friends 
Are Invited to Attend 
Live Music by the
SONNY BONILLA SEXTET 
Refreshments Will Be Served 
horizon' at 500 m.p.h. to escape ticipation ..  Through the televi­
shotgun pellets, "Don Winslow of sion set, children passively acquired
the Navy", and a nameless cha.rac- knowledge, entertaintment, adven­
ter who dressed as a hip-clown who ture, joy, sorrow, and even feelings 
jumped through ·a large artist's of love and affection. And all of
easel before every show. I think I these normal human feelings were 
alwavs watched his show to see if acquired with no effort at all, and 
he ";ould hurt himself. Didn't his if the child was bored or restless, 
mothe1' yell at him for such fool- all he had to d,o W?S change the 
e1·y? Yes, any man that could bring channel .. . Healthy human rela­
me this whole new world surely tionships demand a broad spectrum 
must be omnipotent. (Continued on Page 7) I���������������������������������������! 
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/-/ oet j Larner ing of Sigma Alpha, Stnd,nt Gov-
Monday, October 27, 19_69 
ANOTHER FACE 
· Barbara Pick II //) // II �?.�:,Sen���:,. · - errunent, and Student Personnel lh========================;a.l l,!;;;;;========================i Services sent the following list of 
l\nnr llfnmk 
She spoke for all the millions 
Who had perished, 
With the simple voice of a child, 
A voice now stilled, 
Yet never to be ·muted 
Throughout the ages of man, 
The soul of eternal innocence 
In a world of brutality, 
The plaintive voice of my people, 
Steeped in misery and i;;uffering, 
Yet always always with their eyes 
Turned to the sky._ 
Alfred Charasz 
Out of my womb, 
Throughout eternities of pain, 
Out of hope and promise of life, 
There lies what might have been, 
Perfectly formed and beautiful, 
Ready to taste the ecstasy of life, 
Yet $trangely quiet, lacking breath, 
My hope, my $hattered world, 
My dead, dead child. 
Alfred Charasz 
Grand Canyori/steel canyons . · .. 
Woodstock/Lincoln Center . . . 
Redwood Forest/ conservation . . . 
Hal'lem/Park Avenue .. . 
Watts/Beverly Hills .. . 
President/Florida/California/Washington/Camp David ... 
Coney Island/Palm Beach . . . 
Lincoln Park/Central Park ... 
white/black/yellow /red ... 
freedom/justice/assassinations . 
wheat fields/pollution ... 
Haight-Ashbury/Greenwich Village 
Viet Nam/ moratorium/ ABM .. 
profit sharing/food stamps 
Apollo 11/Mets . . . 
undergraduate evening students to 
"Who's Who in Amedcan Colleges 
and Universities": Sheldon Aloff, 
Raymond Figueroa, Frieda Fina, 
Ben-Zion Heyman, Al Heyward, 
Frank Hodges, Francis A. Kniffen, 
Jordan Leving, William Paxson, 
Gil Pena, Garry Rosenberg, Reu­
ben Samuel, Jay Siegel and Joseph 
Tajcner. 
These nominations are still not 
finalized. "vVho's Who" will make 
final selections. 
DL 75150 
. .. is when it all started. 
And it's all here: "Over 
the Rainbow", "The 
Trolley Song", and "On the 
Atcheson, Topeka, and 
the Santa Fe". 
Judy Garland's 
Greatest Hits. 
That pretty much says it all. 
"Too many peasants fight, they know not why; 
Too many homesteads in black ten-or weep. 
It breaks his heart that Kings must murder still, 
That all his hours of travail here for men 
Seem yet in vain. And who will bring white peace 
That he may seep upon his hill again?" 
Vachel Lindsay 
The sky was stilI streaked black. Night's scent was 
lingering in the air. Slowly, the sky was unveiling its majesty· 
of colors. A tint of red was first to be seen - orange, yellow, 
gold and finally the splendor of tb, , �un shone its stately 
brilliant.radiance. The day, Odob.er1)5, was designated as
The Moratorium. 
Although it was only 7 AM in the morning, the park 
swelled with the muchness of people. A black girl was lying 
on the blanket with a young black boy. Her hair was worn 
in a natural way. The bright 'purple and pink dress she wore 
had a simple cut. Siting off by herself, playing a guitar and 
mouthing the words of Janis Joplin, the blond haired child­
woman wore only dungaree bells and a blue work_shirt. Rqb­
bing his eyes from the lack of sleep, stood a young intern 
with his textbooks in hand. Trying desperately not to look 
out of place, a middle-aged businessman, with his 3 button 
, suit and tie as his attire, waited patiently. 
The purpose of the day was to· meditate, to think, and 
not to·, forget the millions of men, women, children, and 
soldiers who have died and who are dying at that particular 
moment. 
Speeches were made that day .  Songs by Bob _Dylan, Janis 
Ian, Janis Joplin, and of God were sung and resung. The 
bodies of people swayed together as one, singing the hymns 
of the Bible. Overhead a solitary white bird circled again, 
again and· again . . . 
The dust, of night was beginning to seep in. A white sil­
houette could be remotely seen in the distance of space. An 
outline of a rifle could be seen on the shoulder of the sil­
houette. Bent down, apparently writing, the silhouette 
abruptly turned towards the masses of people. An e?Cplqsion, 
similar to a fire cracker was heard. In seconds, the silhouette 
was no more. 
Black night had· deci$ively covered the park. There was 
no moon that night; and a covering of clouds hung over My country ... 
Maddalena Na_p _ pi 
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Join' Your 
STUDENT 'GOVER:NMENT 
Next Meet ing: 
Tuesday, 9ctober 28 at _8:30 P.M. 
NORTH LOUNGE 
· Help Decide on: 1) A New Dean
2) Teacher Evaluation
3) Leadership Weekend
For Further Infor mation 
Contact: Ron Bruse, R·oom 412 
Monday, Oct_ober 27, 1969 
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Yearbook By GIL PENA 
Page Seven 
Senator Marchi ... 
(Continued from Page 1) 
mined to make a contribution, 1 
whatever the result; and I believe 
I will forwards more responsible : 
For the past two weeks the '--------------' 1 consideration of problems coming ========================== 
I 
Lexicon Staff, under the leader- Reuben (Relections) Samuels, closed to the basic issues that the ship of Michael Karash, has been O.K-l You were right. The stu-
As reported last week, the Graduate Student Organiza­
tion (GSO) has decided to become actively. involyed with the 
REPORTER. All details of the arrangement have not been 
settled but enough has been achieved to permit a start. 
In the past, the activities, mood, and character of Ba­
ruch's graduate student community have received slight at­
tention. This has not been a consequence of deliberate policy 
but rather the result of an apparent absence of interest, en­
thusiasm, or vitality. 
So, in a move calculated to at least neutraiize lingering 
shortcomings and with the hope of establishing effective con­
tact with their constituents, the GSO wishes to encourage 
graduate students to enlist their support to this project. 
It is their opinion that there are numerous areas of in­
terest which ought to be studied with the goal of discovering 
specific impacts or· relationships to graduate needs and in­
clinations. For example: 
- The MA Thesis. Is it necessary? Might not a sub­
stitute be found, better suited to the needs of graduate 
candidates? Or, should the program be continued with­
out change? 
- Cuts. Should the school maintain a limit on the 
number of absences permitted for graduate students or 
should the matter be resolved by the stude.nt at his own 
discretion? 
- Registration. Can the mechanism be improved? 
- Counselling. New graduate students must have 
an approved program before achieving Grad-8 status. 
often the programs are composed by harried "counsel­
lors" who seem to be aggravated by the queued students 
on registration day. An "extended" interview may last 
two minutes. Can anything be done to alleviate the im­
pinging pressures at this point along the critical path 
culminating in the MA. 
- CLASS SIZE. Instructor salaries have repudedly 
increased; so has graduate enrollment. But what about 
the number of professors? Has there been a quiet expan­
sion in grad class size? How large are classes at Baruch; 
how does this compare with other institutions? 
- 8100 COURSES. It's well known that many of 
designing a new look for the 1970 dents finally excercised their rights people are rea:lly interested in." 
yearbook. and allocated their own money to 
"News Poll" 
This yearbook promises to be a themselves. I hope this is only a 
great improvement over the highly beginning. There are many more Marchi agreed that the "News 
criticized books of the past few relevant and significant issues for Poll" may be correct about the po-• 
years. Scheduled additions and the evening student (my loyal sitioning of the candidates at this 
changes of this years Lexicon are : readers that means you!)- time, but doubts that there are so a vast array of· color and collages D · F 
throughout the book with increased 
ear orum: many people supporting Mayor 
emphasis on literary and creative On Oct. 17th, two days after the .Lindsay. About Pl-ocaccino, Marchi 
works. :��:!�eton�
i
d�
n
��e· :�!t �����11� said that Procaccino is like· "A 
In an interview, Mr. Karash told and disgusting things I h·ave seen chunk of ice resting on a hot sia'e-
TICKER, his aim is to produce in a long time. walk right in the middle of July. "The best book, at the lowest cost, It occurred on · East 8th Street It's melting fast." . r::.� 
tf
i
��
1
? 
;����rt� .. b:k
a
!:� and . Second Ave. Two cops -we�e Marchi concluded by 'respondin makmg an arrest, but through their t . , . . 
g 
is requesting two things. lack of tact and understp,nding, the o students questions. Marchi was 
1. That all Seniors who have n�t incident turned into a small riot. asked about Open Enrollment, and 
as yet taken their Senior pictures , The person who was arrested commented that "the whole discus­
do so at once. In order to complete was protesting this action and re- sion (about Open Enrollment) is the book on time pictures must fused t
t
o go 
t
:vith
f 
the cops.
1 
The premature because there is no con­be taken by Nov. 15th and proofs cops no wan mg or any exp ana 
returned no later than Dec. 5th. tions sta1ted to push and beat thei;, ceivable way of implementing this 
Pictmes may be taken at Lorstan prisoner. A crowd had started to by the fall of 1970. The question 
Studios, 85th Street & 3rd Ave. grow at the outset of this and of funding, standards, criteria, and 
;��;:h�t!e!t
o
�:�ec���:r;�·
i
���· y�� :i���, t;�� �°J1s �!:t�et!�e�s�0\�f!� facilities ; all of these questions 
should return proofs regardless of started to fly and clubs started 
your intentions to purchase pie- to break heads. More and more 
tures. cops came and the crowd grew 
2. If the Students cooperate a and 'a small riot was in process. It 
tentative price of $10 per book was a most disgusting site. · 
will prevail. This price will entail What made me furious was that 
selling 500 books. If 500 books are the whole episode was unnecessary. 
not sold the price will be raised to The ·tact of New York's finest left 
$15. You are lll'ged to fill out the something to be desired. They de­
blanks and return them no later liberately used force where a little 
than Nov. 5th to the box in the pervasion was in order . For a mo­
Main Lobby of the Student Center. mept I thought that I was in Chi­
A $5.,00 deposit is required by all cago, not New York. My knees be­
students wishing to purchase a came weak and my stomach began 
book. It must be paid by Nov. 15. to shake.- I became nervous with 
The Boosters will be collecting the anger. The whole evening was shot 
deposits from Oct. 27th thru Nov. to hell just because two cops didn't 
15th. know how to handle a delicate 
Remember Lexicon 1970 will only situation. As a matter of fact, very 
be . as successful as the students �f ;:a����s k�,��v tt:: �1���,��e t�:� 
make it. do becomes _one big mess. 
Signed 
Picture 
the world 
thro� 
the_ej,esof 
Pat Sky, 
Al Heyward Baruch prerequisite instructors are businessmen. Fine, · WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT .. 
but can they teach? Are these Lecturers qualified? 1 wish to p'urchase the 1970 You are perfectly right '.AL It is 
- ACTIVITY FEES. To what uses are these funds common information that the 
1 d f
. . 
? 
Lexicon at a price of $10. How- bloody pigs are not capable of put? What's the ba ance/ e 1c1t . ever, I understand that if a suf- handling any situation without viol-
- TUITION. Were this year's increases justified? ficient number of books are not ence, clubs, and the proverbial phal-
W ere they fair? sold, the price will be raised lie symbol they carry on their hip. 
- OPEN ADMISSION POLICY. How will it effect 
to $l5. In addition, (This is for you YAF, 
( 
If a Senior, and wishes to Marchi an other advocates of you? Will it jeopardize Baruch's standards? This is have name in gold for $1 extra - barbed wire freedom) the general 
another issue: where does Baruch stand vis-a-vis other check D trend in our society today is su­
graduate business schools? What's a Baruch diploma DEPOSITS DUE OCT. 27-NOV. pression �s law, conforlnity as 
worth? Can we do more to publicize ourselves - like 15 NO LATER! LOBBY OF creativity, the forceful destruction 
the ILGWU.) STUDENT CENTER of decent and the sacrifice of the 
I'--------------' 1 minority for the sake of the ex-Those are several of- the themes that we would like to 1 _______ _ ____ 1 isting power structure. In other 
(Continued on Page 8) words law and order! 
� REPRESENTATIVE OF 
The University of Chicago's 
Graduate School of Business 
will be on campus 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1969 (2-5) 
to discuss the M.B.A. and Ph.D. programs offered 
at the School. We are interested in talking to stu­
dents from all departments and maj 9r fields of study. 
Chicago's strong faculty emphasizes teaching and 
research in the basic disciplines that underlie man­
agement. Interdisciplinary work involving other 
areas of the University is stressed. 
Business studies at Chicago gain from the Uni­
versity's setting in one of the world's great centers 
of Commerce and industry: 
An outstanding placement program serves gradu­
ates and those seeking summer internships midway 
through their M.B.A. studies. 
For more information, contact: 
Frank Saide!, Assistant Director 
Office of Curricular Guidance 
17 Lexington A venue 
Student Center Open 
Every Third Saturday 
The Student Center shall be open 
lettin' It All Hang .. o_ 
the third Saturday evening of each (Continued from Page 5) 
month for use by charterec! -student of inter-reaction. The television 
organizations. 
On a first-come, first-serve basis, 
all organizations will have at least 
one prio1·ity opportunity for this 
enlarged service. 
Discount Tickets 
Theater and concert discount. 
tickets are available for . Eve­
ning Session students. Also 
available to 1\ight students are 
free passes for many ev\)�1ts. 
All . interested students should 
see Estelle Ross in the lobby of 
the Student Center. 
didn't." 
I'm anxious to know what my 
readership feels (you do feel, you 
damn stuffed shirt). It should be 
clearer now why our generation 
gave bi1th to the semantic expres­
sion turning-on. It ca.me right from 
the first generation of T.V. freaks. 
So dig yourself and your friends. 
Just how plugged in are you any-· 
way? Because when I go through 
Baruch, there's an absence of group 
energy in the air, 
I'll be looking forward to any '.:=======================:::: i comments from any individual: A r,,,,,===========,;i I Ietter turns the picture on. Volume
LOW COST 
TUTORIAL SERVICE 
AVAILABLE-
Math, Accoun'ting, 
Finance, Stat., Etc. 
Contact: 
TUTORIAL COMMITTEE 
Rm. 411 
anybody? 
last laugh ... 
(Continued from Page 4) 
ated. "You'll never get away with 
this." I 
"That's funny," said the rebel, 
"that's what I said four years 
ago when you took over my office." 
"You're not," started the presi­
dent. 
"Yes," said the rebel, "I am 
Robert Weaver." 
P atr i ck Sky s i ng s  
about the w orld he 
�es. And with a poet's 
t ouch, he wri t e s  hi s 
songs. They're here in 
Photographs, a sensi­
tive new album that 
she ds light on Now .. 
You'll understand. 
FTS-3079 
�J;AsTI 
� Verve/Forecast Recorda 
V la a division of Metio-Goldwyn-Mqer Inc. 
Page Eight 
RJE IF lLIE Clt II ON S 
By REUBEN SAMUEL 
As m'y faithful readers may have noticed last week, I 
have an ideological distaste for nationalism, sectionalism, or 
what have you. Ideologically, then, one can assl,!me that I 
'would have negative sensations, about some nationality­
oriented groups within our school. WR,ONG! 
In my hear I feel this world will not be able to survive 
if we insist on arbitrary demar·cation of peoples, nonetheless 
we must live, compete, and succeed in a word which we have 
not built, and must, therefore, adapt to while we are strug­
gling for the necessary iqeal. 
Tonight I attended a charming get together in out _Stu­
dent Center. Travelling incognito, (using the handle "Mar­
cello") I arrived at the Dante (Italian Club) reception: eager­
ly looking forward to my fill of antipasto, punch, little cakes, 
etc., etc. Nor was I disappointed! 'Neath the cloud of efer­
vescent Italian music, a group of lovely (sexy) girls and 
plenty of food, this writer became drunk on the warmth that 
permeated the Marble Lo_unge. 
My reasons for travelling incognito was due to the rumor. 
I had heard that some influential members of Dante had been 
offended by remarks I had mad�. I was further told that not 
only had my earlier remarks had been offensiv,e, but they 
were inconsistent with my printed a vowel of brotherhood and 
its manifestations. I take this opportunity, then, to publically 
apologize to Dant!}, its membership and any and all Italians 
that may have misunderstood the meaning or purpose behind 
any statement I have made. Any statements which may have 
. categorized the Italian membership were certainly made in 
joking familiarity with the hopes that these comments ,would 
be accepted as such. They were not. I am sorry. 
The clubs in the school are really moving. On November 
21, 1969 a Friday night, at 6:30 the Students :(pr Black Lib­
eration are presenting a.showing of "The Battle for Algiers" 
FREE! in room 4 North, Main Building. In entertainment 
value alone this movie ii::i outstanding. Any person not taking 
advantage of this opportunity will be missing the chance of 
seeing one of the best 'non-Hollywood type' pictures of its 
kind on our generation. The subject matter is the straggle 
of the Algerian Peopl�s for liberation. A struggle which poses 
striking analogies with the American Revolution. COME! you 
won't be sorry. 
Many more things are happening, I hope .. .  among J.?Y 
more serious ideological dissertations .. . to present you with 
"Whats Happening." 
Hunter. CoUege to Pre�ent 
Sympho 1ny Orchestra.s 
In its first symphonic venture cia:s II" by the Brazilian composer 
since 1953 the Hunter College Claudio Sant
oro, on March 22, and 
Concert, Bu�·eau will present Elea-
a pian
� 
co�ce
�
o b
r/
he Gi
;
e
t 
c
�
m­
zar de Carvalho and the Pi·o Ar�e 
po
�� � :!r :C,�-k
is,w
o
a: c��'l�is­
Symphony ,Orchestra in a series of sioned• by the Pro Arte Symphony 
three Sunday evening concerts in for pianist Joey de Oliveira, who 
the college Assembly Hall on Nov. will be the soloist for the world 
9, Feb. 8 and March 22. premiere pe1iormance. 
The subscription series will be The U.S. premiere of Austrian 
the first in Manhattan for the five- composer Ernest Krenek's 1959 
year-old orchestra, founded and "serial" work "From Three Makes 
sponsored by Hofstra University. Seven" (deriving its title from the 
Previously the,Pro Arte ?ymphony, fact that it contains three ele­
composed of top ,professional play- ments left to be combined by the 
ers from the New York area, has conductor "ad lib" in seven dif­
confined its activities to Long Is- ferent ways) will be featured at 
land execpt for a single appearance the Feb. 8 concert. The same night 
last January at Carnegie Hall. soprano Irene Jordan will peiiorm 
The Pro Arte's Hunter series will with the orchestra the New York 
concentrate 'on contemporary and premiere of Arnold Schoenberg's 
avant garde symphonic music and "Four Songs, Opus 22" based on 
will offer at least six first perfor- poems of E\'Ilest Dowson and Ra:i­
mances typical of the repertoire in- ner Maria Rilke. 
novations with which Maestro de Among other Carvalho program 
Carvalho has been causing a stir in novelties scheduled for the Hunter 
his two seasons as the orchestra's series will be a pe iiormance by 
music director and in his previous Raymond Lewenthal and the or­
tenure as music director of the St. chestra 6n Nov. 9 of Anton Rubin­
Louis Symphony'. stein's Piano Concerto No. 4, which 
Four works which will be given has not been heard in New York 
their world premiere peiiormances since 1952. 
by the Pro Arte Symphony at Single tickets, at $6.50, $5, $4.50, 
Hunter College include "Found Ob- $4 and $3, are available at the 
jects II" by the American com- Hunter College Concert Bureau, 
poseT Arthur Custer, on Nov. 9; 965 Park Ave., and at Ticketron 
"The Town-Crier" by the British outlets in the metropolitan area. 
composer Richard Arnell (a work Subscriptions for all three conceits 
for symphony orchestra and nar- are offered at $3· discount for the 
rator based on a poem by Stanley series. For ticket info1mation call 
Young) on Feb. 8; "Intermiten- 535-5350. 
THE REPORTER 
Accounting �o'ciety 
The Accounting Society wishes 
to announce its second meeting of 
the semester on October 30, 1969 
at 8:30 P.M. The meeting will be 
held in the Marble Lounge of thJ 
Student Center. All students are 
invited. 
Dante 
Monday, October 27, 1969 
Narcotic Control Commission 
Will Hold Convention in N. Y. 
ALBANY, N.Y., Oct. 17 - Lawrence W. Pierce, chair­
man of the State Narcotic Addiction Control Commission 
announced today that the Commission's second statewid 
conference on the prevention of drug abuse will be held 
Nov. 24 and 25 at.the Statler-Hilton Hotel, New York City. 
Governor Rockefeller will deliverl,<.,;· -----------­
the keynote address at the confer-
We are pleased to report that ence which will explore the role 
attendance at the Fo1mal Recep- �hat treatment and research play 
tion of the Dante Society showed m drug abuse prevention. 
com;11en_ted tl_1at the conference pro­
gram will brmg together conce1'I1ed 
individuals from all over the United 
States. 
"Our hope lies in the area of 
prevention," he said, "and by pre­
vention I mean mor than just ed­
ucation, as important as that 
aspect . of our work is. I mean 
to include effective law enforce-. 
ment on all gove1'Ilmental levels, 
clinical and social research into 
the causes and consequences of 
drug abuse, treatme\1t and treat­
ment evaluation, moral and spirit­
ual guidance for our young, cor­
rection of those social forces which 
contribute to the existence of the 
problem, and community commit­
ment to resolve it." 
the meeting to be a tremendous · "Our responsibility," stated the 
success. Italian delicasies of vir- Gove111or, "is to use whatever mea­
tually every nature were served. sures are availabJe to first control 
The Club's future plans were dis- and then reverse present patterns 
cussed, with plans in the making of drug abuse. 
for a group tour to Italy sometime "This conference is intended to 
111 1971. Many_ othe1: f'L1!1ctions are serve as a forum where leading 
also planned, 1.e. ski tnps, operas, authorities on a state and natio1rnl 
etc. level currently involved in treat-
Meetings will be held �very �ther ment and researc,h methodologies 
Fnday at 6:00 commencmg Fnday, can share and discuss that which 
November 7. The movie which experience has taught." 
coill:d not be shown (b�cause . 'the Nine workshops and two special proJector was broken) will be view- meetings have been scheduled each 
ed No�e�ber 7. with a speaker recognized i� the 
All mv1ted to attend. particular field to which the work­
YAF 
The Young Americans for Free­
dom 
1
held their first meeting Wed­
nesday, October 8. They condemned 
the Board of Higher Education for 
allowing teachers to stay out of 
class during the moratorium. They 
contended that "students who want­
ed to attend _classes were penalized 
since lecturer's weren't available to 
inst1uct classes". They reiterated 
that this was a direct contradiction 
to the Board of Higher Education's 
statement that students will not be 
penalized for either attending oi· 
not attending classes. 
The next Young Americans for 
Freedmo meeting will be held on 
Friday, November 7, 1969. 
Discount" For 
Student At 
Winter Show 
Upon presentation of your stu­
dent card at the New York .Coli­
seum box office, all college stu­
dents \viii get in to the 10th An­
nual International Ski & Winter 
Sports Show for $1.00, instead of 
the regular $2.50 admission price. 
This special rate is only available 
on Friday, October 31st between 
2:00 P.M. and 6:00 P.M. and on 
shop is geared and a panel of 
consultant-reactors who will am­
plify and discuss the speaker's 
viewpoint. 
In announcing the conference, 
Commissioner Lawrence Pierce 
Commissioner A1thur J. Rogers, 
who organized the conference last · 
year, will a.gain serve as confer­
ence chaiiman: The May, 1968 con-
ference- was attended by 1,100 peo-­
ple. A larger attendance is antici­
pated this year. 
�et's GSO ... 
(Continued from Page 7) 
approach in coming issues. There are many :µiore: .e.g. bio­
graphical d3:ta on your GSO representatives; an expression 
of GSO's ·objectives, current involvements; a recapitulation of 
the scenario that lead to the formation of GSO; the issue 
of student power and voice in the appointment professors 
and apropriate salaries; community affairs the Columbia 1 
grads have organized an independent counsellino- sei·vice for 
the Harlem committee representatives. 
0 
There's a lot to be done and one person won't be able 
to make do. We'll need general support from student and 
faculty if we are to have a dynamic and useful rapport. Stu­
dents wh,o are curious (especially the full time variety) may 
contact me through the GSO at the Student Center, on 22nd 
St., care of room 307 A, Box 910. Actually, if there's any­
thing you'd like to put before the governors of the GSO use 
those same c�ordinated. Unfortunately, at' the moment the 
office is phoneless - you'll have to wait until the generousity 
of the building maintainers manifests itself. 
THE REPORTER wishes to extend thanks to Boosters 
and YAF for helping to greet Senator Marchi. 
Sunday, Novembei: 2nd between I Fr==========;===============�
5:00 P.M. and 9:00 P.M. 
Jean-Claude Killy, Penny Pitou, 
Pepi Steigler, continuous fashion 
shows, an iceless skating rink, the 
Gusto House and a ski clinic are 
only a few of the exciting attrac­
tions available on this Halloween 
weekend for visitors to the Ski 
Show. 
Budget ... 
(Continued from Page 3) 
for construction planning at 
Queensborough, Kingsborough, Sta­
ten Island, Hostos Community 
College in the South Bronx, and 
Community College VII, $2.8 mil­
lion for equipment and special 
studies. 
After it has received capital 
budget requests from all city 
agencies, the City Planning Com­
mission will prepare a preliminary 
draft budget for new York City, to 
be ready in late November. Hear­
ings on this draft will be held 
during December so that a final 
draft budget can be adopted by 
the City Planning Commission on 
January 2, 1970, to be presented 
to the Mayor. Then, on February 1, 
the Mayor will submit his Execu­
tive Capital Budget for 1970-71 
to the Board of Estimate and City 
Council. 
THE 
IF LANTERN 
I_S· FOUND, 
BRING lO 
... 
ALADIN 
COFFEE SHOP 
ALWAYS OPEN 
For Years a Baruch Tradition 
150 East 23rd Street GR 5-3870-1 
